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This paper introduces manzai robots – entertainment
robots that automatically create manzai scripts from
Internet articles based on keywords given by the au-
diences and perform manzai based on created manzai
scripts. The robot consists two robots connected to the
Internet that automatically create manzai scripts from
Web news articles in response to a user’s keywords us-
ing data mining and manzai techniques. After manzai
scripts are created, the two robots perform manzai us-
ing these scripts. This paper reviews the robot system
configuration, manzai script creation, and robot-based
management.
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1. Introduction

An aging society requires the extension of healthy life
expectance and improvements in the quality of life of
older people. It is thus essential that members have a
certain amount of communication to improve their qual-
ity of life. Robots that encourage smooth communication
are actively developed in this context [1, 2]．Communi-
cation robots activate human-robot interaction to achieve
this purpose. It has been reported that observation of dia-
logue between robots encourages the people to communi-
cate with the robots naturally and smoothly [3]．

This paper introduces manzai robots – entertainment
robots that automatically create manzai scripts from In-
ternet articles based on a user’s keywords and that per-
form manzai based on the manzai scripts thus created.
This study aims to facilitate the observation of the enter-
taining dialogue using manzai robots as a socially pas-
sive medium and to overcome disinterest in news based
on manzai scripts using current topics [4, 5]．We focus
on scripts with manzai contents and show the feasibility
of the of manzai robots as the content generator.

Fig. 1. Manzai robots. Left: ii-1, Ai-chan. Right: ii-2, Gonta.

2. Manzai Robot System

2.1. System Configuration
The manzai robot system we propose performs manzai

in two steps. First, the user enters a keyword and the sys-
tem searches and obtains articles related to the keyword
through the Web. Second, the system automatically trans-
forms news article contents into manzai scripts. Robots
then perform these scripts as a manzai show. The user
enters one or more words such as “Tokyo” or “Tokyo
Olympic” in the same manner as Web users do when
searching through the Web.

Manzai robots in this study are shown in Fig. 1．The
taller robot ii-1, Ai-chan, which is about 100 cm tall, per-
forms the role of tsukkomi – the straight man – and the
shorter one ii-2, Gonta, which is about 50 cm tall, per-
forms the role of boke – the stooge.

Tsukkomi and boke have fixed their own roles. Each
has a computer on its back and the two communicate via a
wireless LAN. The computer on ii-1 is a server connected
to the Internet that directly obtains articles and automati-
cally creates manzai scripts.

Each of these two robots has the following functions:

1. Locomotion and rotation using mobile robot plat-
forms Pioneer 3-DX (Mobile Robots, Inc.).
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Fig. 2. Manzai structure functions.

Ai-chan (A): Come on! Now is as good time as any, so you read a bit to this part.
Gonta (G): OK.

         For Brazil, which started with a win, the second match against Mexico is 
         a stage of revenge for the defeat in the 2012 London Olympic final.

A: Actually, do you know what Brazil is like?
G: That’s, you know? Famous for Joan of Arc, right?
A: No! You must be confused with France. Brazil is the country famous for
     São Paulo!
G: Is that so? But they are close enough to the French, aren’t they?
A: How? What? …You’ll get people angry talking like that!
G: I don’t care about that. Well, let’s continue.

Fig. 3. Example of created manzai scripts, originally in
Japanese．Italics are part of the Web news article and un-
derlining is created by using conflicts in keywords obtained
from search results.
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Fig. 4. Manzai robot management system configuration.

2. Creation of facial expressions by switching images
on the eye display.

3. Speaker emission of a synthesized script-based
voice.

The system manages operations using these functions.

2.2. Automatic Creation of Manzai Scripts
Before automatic creation, scripts must be formalized

to some extent. This study uses the automatic script cre-
ation framework [6] proposed by Nadamoto et al. This
creates three-part manzai scripts – tsukami, honneta, and
ochi. This study focuses on dialogue-based manzai us-
ing funny dialogues which consists of boke and tsukkomi.
Boke is like the stooge and tsukkomi is the straight man.

Specifically, the system obtains Web news articles
based on user keywords and automatically creates a script.
Fig. 2 shows tsukami, honneta, and ochi functions. Es-
pecially, the honneta part includes component of four

types used to generate funny dialogues which are “exag-
geration,” “word-mistake,” “nori-tsukkomi,” and “rival-
mistake.” We create these funny dialogue by using
Wikipedia and other web pages. Fig. 3 presents a session
of dialogue between boke and tsukkomi in an automati-
cally created manzai script.

2.3. Management of Manzai Scripts
Figure 4 presents the manzai performance configura-

tion. The PC mounted on ii-1 creates manzai scripts,
time flows and manzai performance schedules. The PC
mounted on ii-2 communicates with the PC on ii-1, re-
ceiving instructions on lines, motions, and expressions to
create data for robot motion and speech.

After scripts are created, the two robots perform script-
based manzai. The manzai script progress management
program running on the PC on ii-1 decides information
on the next lines to be spoken, facial expressions, and mo-
tions based on the progress of the script. When it is the
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turn of ii-2 to perform, this information is transmitted to
the PC on ii-2.

On receiving the information, the operation program
running on the PC creates synthesized voices, facial ex-
pression changes, and robot motions as needed. Facial
expressions change automatically corresponding to emo-
tions and expressions and eye movement making up facial
expressions. Robots operated based on operation com-
mands sent to mobile robot platforms. After finishing
motions that are operated by driving the robot mechanism,
termination information is sent to the script progress man-
agement program of the PC mounted on ii-1. The manzai
script progress management systems moves to the next
session of the manzai script based on the information.

Through the above steps, the system steadily performs
automatically created manzai based on manzai scripts.

3. Conclusion

This paper has introduced manzai robots, which au-
tomatically create manzai scripts from Internet articles
based on user keywords and perform manzai based on
these created scripts. We have focused on scripts, which
are manzai contents, and discussed the potential and use
of manzai robots as the content generator using the auto-
matic script creation function. We have verified its poten-
tial by implementing an automatic manzai script creation
system and a management system used on real robots.

Future challenges include multifunctional manzai man-
agement using a software module, and the verification of
effects of the manzai robot system.
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